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MOTTO

As well as person is somebody who is useful to the others. 
(H.R. Alqodho’ dari Jabir)

Kecil dibina, muda berkarya, hidup bersahaja, keluarga bahagia, tua sejahtera, mati masuk surga. (NN)

We are the best friends for ourselves and we are also the most dangerous enemy for ourselves. (NN)

Sungguh beruntung orang yang tirakat (hidup hemat) dan mempersungguh (bekerja giat). (H.R. Ahmad)

(That patience is) good patience and ALLAH is The Dzat asked help for everything you do. (Q.S Yusuf: 18)

Tepatilah kejujuran, maka sesungguhnya kejujuran akan menunjukkan pada kebaikan, dan sesungguhnya kebaikan akan menunjukkan ke surga…….(H.R Muslim)

Always do the right things, So Allah will give you the best thing in this life and the world afterlife. (The writer)
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My dearest sisters and brother
ABSTRACT


In this research, the researcher uses Sociolinguistic approach. The purposes of this research are to find out: what are the differences between males and females speakers in Oprah Winfrey Show, what are the similarity characteristics of educated people’s speeches in public forums, especially in Oprah Winfrey Show, and what is the contribution of this study in teaching, especially English teaching.

The researcher uses a descriptive method in this research. The analyzed data are taken from oprah.com and youtube.com. The researcher uses five videos: Donald Trump Family, Barrack and Michele Obama, Michael Jordan and Charles Barkley, Ricky Martin, and All Hosts. The researcher only analyzes samples which have been selected from the population of those five videos.

In this research, there are four elements which are analyzed, that is (1) specific utterances and short terms (gonna, wanna and gotta), (2) intonation including fall, rise, fall-rise, rise-fall and level, also pause, (3) turn taking system, and (4) register including sex and topics. Those four elements are to identify male and female talks.

The results of the analysis are: females often use standard variants more than males, females often use intonation more than males but males often use pauses more than females, males are better in turn taking system than females, males talk showing Masculinity and females talk showing femininity. Male and female are as standard as in grammar, they use more one intonation in one utterance and males and females do not speak as males and females only. This research can be applied to the students as learning material, so the teachers can develop and improve the students’ speaking, and society may feel the effects of the using standard variations used by students.

The researcher hopes the result of this analysis will have a great contribution to readers, especially to other researchers who have a common interest.
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